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Melbourne (Port Phillip Bay)  
24th June – 11th July 2018 
Melbourne in Winter: Is cold. Is windy. And is 
something we weren’t expecting to experience 
again. However, you never know where you are 
going to end up in the cruising game and you’ve 
got to take the ‘cold’ with the ‘warmth’.  For some 
strange reason, with the possible exception of the 
area near the South Channel Marker toward the 
Heads, the top north east corner of Port Philip Bay 
seems to get more wind than the rest of the bay 
(based on the relevant MetEye predictions that we 
saw). Subsequent to say, because our 
repairs/maintenance and deliveries hadn’t quite all 
been finalised by the end of the good weather, we 
were stuck waiting on dock at Royal Brighton Yacht 
Club  (in the top north east corner of the bay) 
during some pretty wild weather. For a few days in 
a row wind speeds were constantly in the range of 
knots of mid-to-high twenties to mid-to-high thirties 
and gusts were recorded regularly up to mid forties. 
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When you are on a blow on dock in high winds 
you hope that all your fenders are doing their 
job. When we came into the Royal Brighton 
Yacht Club marina on the 26th June we had 
three fenders out (the big teardrop ones). By 
the end of the 7th July we had nine out – the 
cylindrical fenders filling in and tail ending for 
support. We had the boat tied up by nine 
different points and watched as our fenders 
reduced themselves to squashed balloons, 
some down to two inches thick. On two days 
we did nothing but check regularly that the 
fenders hadn’t walked themselves under the 
dock and that we were still adequately 
‘fendered’. 

Sunny Sydney. Rounding Gabo Island and 
heading into New South Wales waters saw a 
distinct change in weather. We left the storms 
behind and found ourselves with essentially 
blue skies and mild days. But it was still winter 
and whilst out of the wind the temperatures in 
the low 20s were delightful, in the wind they 
were decidedly frigid. Our time anchored in 
Towlers Bay, Pittwater (where we’d been 
during the East Coast Low that had Pittwater 
declared a disaster zone in 2015) was spent 
resting and stocking up. When we were 
suitably recovered from our trip to Sydney 
from Melbourne we ‘hid’ in Ku Ring Gai Chase 
National Park to await the next window to 
head further north 
We spent the last week of July in Port 
Stephens - a short 12 hour sail from Sydney 
but as the weather windows weren’t big 
enough initially for the bit jump to Brisbane we 
chose the smaller jump to catch up with Trade 
Runner (a boat we hadn’t seen since 2015). 
The stop was fortuitous, some perplexing 
mechanical issues were sorted and we finally 
met Final Fling; a boat we were half expecting 
to cross the Great Australian Bight with all 
those months ago. 
Socially we only caught up with five boats: Hi 
Farr LootIn, Sunrise, Bella Amalfi, Trade 
Runner and Final Fling. Extra special 
mention and thanks must go to the last two; 
Trade Runner for saving us lots of money and 
Final Fling for becoming a willing courier. 
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1st July 2018. The first day of July held several unexpected 
‘events’. The first one was a morning cancelation – which was a 
pity but unavoidable – of friends we hadn’t seen for several years 
(we will catch them up in summer) but the delightful immediate 
replacement by others who just happened to call at the same time. 
This catch up couldn’t be long however as we had a prior date at 
mid day – with other friends we hadn’t seen for years, and a stroll 
around the Melbourne Boat Show. Melbourne used to have two 
‘boat shows.’ One (this one) is mainly based on fishing and smaller 
recreational boats, being ‘shown’ in what is colloquially known as 
Jeff’s Shed (or the Melbourne Exhibition and Convention Centre for 
those who were not around when Jeff Kennett was Victorian 
Premier).  Here there are all sorts of tinnies and recreational fishing 
and pleasure boats – as long as they can fit inside – and lots of 
other ‘stuff’. A couple of ‘boats’ (trailer sailers and ski boats) are in 
the foyer and there may or may not be car or boat displayed on the 
grass outside the building. The other ‘Summer’ boat show was at 
Dockland’s marina, generally in February, and had larger boats 
and yachts (although not many) on display in outside water bound 
pens. This may have folded because I cant’ see any reference to it 
on the web and it never attracted a large amount of yachts anyway. 
(although I will say I stepped on my first large ‘live-able’ catamaran 
at this show and it was here that we saw the Moody Deck Saloon 
and the Benetau Sense models for the first time).  
We spent the best part of 5 hours walking around this year’s 
Melbourne Boat Show; and in some cases it was probably the most 
fruitful boat show we’ve been to so far; predominantly because now 
we have a boat, and we actually have use for lots of the goodies on 
offer. We looked at a potential replacement for our tinnie engine – 
but because the government has brought in emission output 
restrictions, two stroke engines are being phased out making the 
possibility of a four stroke engine inevitable. Ironically, Evenrude (who took over Johnson – the 
brand of our tinnie engine) only do two stroke engines. These engines meet the emission criteria but 
the company isn’t manufacturing small engines anymore. However, our tinnie engine isn’t dead yet 
and if we can get it going satisfactorily then we wont have to worry about it. If we do have to change 
and we don’t change before the last of the two stroke engines get phased out, we can look forward 
to carrying at least 16 more kilograms on the tinnie (and dragging 16 more kilograms down the 
beach when we go to shore!). 
In the past, our normal visits to Jeff’s Shed involve parking underneath the complex and this was no 
exception, except that on the way, because we were coming from a previously unknown direction, 
we followed the blue signs (instead of driving to a known street location) and ended up at the 
opposite end of the complex area. Instead of being under Jeff’s Shed – we were under South Wharf, 
a major shopping complex and several minutes walk to where we wanted to be. We were directed 
by an attendant to head to the basement car park and we duly proceeded to do so. There were 
several things disconcerting about this exercise: 1, It was unfamiliar territory; 2, I didn’t check the 
cost of the parking before we were shepherded into the car park (I expected to pay $50. We didn’t, 
but it was not far off that. Our preferred car park would have been much cheaper); and 3. We didn’t 
check when it closed (something I was conscious of as we left the car park - but still didn’t check).  

 

Wishful thinking? 

Let us out!!! 
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It was a great afternoon and a great dinner with 
friends but the day was to be capped off with 
frustration. As we’d made our way across to 
Crown for dinner we were given a lift back – 
thankfully – and were glad to see that the car 
park, although sparsely populated, seemed to 
be open. We made our way across to, and 
then down the lifts and duly got ourselves into 
the car. Following the exit signs we turned 
around to the up ramp. Presented in front of us 
was a closed roller door! No big problem – 
there was a sign on the wall that indicated if 
the door was down then we were to inch slowly 
toward it to trigger it to rise. Nothing. We 
reversed and came in at a different angle. 
Nothing. One more try. Nothing. We headed 
back toward our car park, saw a cleaner 
attendant and asked him.  He came across and 
essentially directed us to do the same thing. 
Three times. Nothing! He then rang a 
colleague who had the same solution. In the 
end it was this helpful fellow that found the 
number to security, who got on to the person 
on site, who eventually came down and used a 
key to roll up the roller door. We weren’t the 
last car in the basement but we were close to 
it. I wonder if the other vehicles had the same 
‘end of evening’ experience? 

2nd July 2018. It must be the week for 
cancelations as dinner with another group of 
friends was cancelled as well tonight (illness) – 
I can say I was disappointed from the social 
aspect but not on a comfort aspect. The nights 
are cold, the days have been windy and I was 
just as happy to stay inside in the evening. It is 
a six-minute walk from Sengo to the start of 
Middle Brighton Pier. Then it depends where 
the car is, but you can probably add another 
five minutes on that at least if you don’t get the 
lights across St Kilda Street. The water maker 
motor came back today and was reinstated, I 
sent Andrew up the mast to replace the main 
halyard, and we picked up the batten from the 
trolley shed (it had been delivered yesterday 
just after midday but we weren’t around to 
receive it).  

3rd July 2018. We took some washing to 
Gardenvale this morning - to the most 
expensive launderette I’ve been to. $7 per load. 
But on the other hand, if you wanted to just 
dump your clothes and go off and do something 
else for an hour or two, the staff will transfer 
them from the washer to the dryer and probably 
fold them as well. Normally I would hand wash 
(with or without my tumbler) and dry them on 
the life lines – however a) it is winter and 
nothing will dry in the weather at the moment, 
and b) it is probably not the done thing on the 
Royal Brighton Yacht Club marina – although 
admittedly, the patrons at the yacht club 
wouldn’t see our clothes, it would be those 
brave enough to walk to or fish at the end of the 
groyne’ (and despite the weather, there are 
quite a few of those. There are stalwart 
fishermen and women on the first part of the 
pier every night!). Somehow the time flew this 
day and apart from a bit of food shopping (and 
the delivery of payment for our straightened 
genoa car) we did very little else. Cold, wet 
weather is not inspiring. 

4th July 2018. Windy! It gusted to 46 knots this 
morning. We stayed on boat 
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5th July 2018. We only left boat today out of 
necessity; a drive to Fairfield to pick up some 
equipment then a food shop at Middle 
Brighton. (the shopping centre at Middle 
Brighton is only about one kilometer from the 
marina. In warmer weather perfectly walk-
able). And then it was back to boat to keep 
warm! 

6th July 2018. Another windy day. Today’s 
excursion was a long one – to Healesville for 
lunch. We had to meet our lunch guests there - 
our hire car isn’t allowed to travel any further. 

7th July 2018. ‘Gusting to mid 40’s on a blow-
on dock in the cold and the rain is not exactly 
the most comfortable place to be. We’ve been 
here twice before though– Port Stephens in 
2015 and Geraldton in 2017. In the case of 
Port Stephens the fetch was limited to the 
channel between our boat and the adjacent 
Island. In Geraldton the fetch was the Indian 
Ocean but tempered by the groyne – (which 
the swell leaks through). Here, in Brighton it is 
across the top part of the Port Phillip Bay in a 
northerly and westerly; in a south westerly it is 
approximately 30 nm (and tempered by the 
groyne). The smaller fetch from the top of the 
bay hasn’t stopped the waves crashing over 
the rock wall however. We duly stayed inside 
– even the reopening of the St Andrew’s Pub 
(our old stomping ground and for a girlfriend’s 
birthday) couldn’t get us moving. We thought 
it best to make sure the fenders stayed where 
they needed to be. 
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Wyndham Harbour.  
8th July 2018. We had been told about 
Wyndham Harbour by Roo Bin Esque and we 
had had a quick chat at the Boat Show, so 
today we took the opportunity to check the 
marina out. Just before we met Hi Farr LootIn   
for lunch we had a chat to the marina office. 
The marina is only a couple of years old and 
they are still selling long term leases on the 
pens (and a couple of apartments if you really 
want to stay there). The facilities are very 
similar to Yarra’s Edge; a small lounge area 
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attached to the office and clean toilet/shower 
rooms with washing machines for use. You have 
to traipse through the lounge area to get to the 
toilets so at least you can watch tv and make a 
coffee or use the microwave when you want to 
(things might have changed but three years ago 
Yarra’s Edge’s lounge closed at the end of the 
business day). The coffee machine however was 
a pod machine so they get a cross for 
environmental soundness, but the facility is 
clean, albeit small. ‘Wyndham Harbour’ is a 
subdivision that has grown up on the edge of 
existing farming and there are crops next to the 
round-about on the way in so the smell of blood 
and bone is strong in the right breeze (probably 
better than the alternative in Werribee). This 
area has been good farming and I am not sure of 
the future plans – whether the ‘townies; will take 
over and then wonder why their vegies are 
coming from China. The fuel dock looks easy 
(which is why we were interested in checking the 
area out in the first place) and available 24 hours 
(self serve). The ‘official’ multihull pens however 
are up to 7.5 meters wide! 15 lousy cm too thin 
for us (not that I’d want to squeeze that tightly 
into a pen). The attendant at the time seemed to 
think we could take two monohull pens instead 
so we could fit in, but we would be charged 
more. Charging more for a multi is common 
practice at some marinas (and understandable if 
you are occupying two pens) but more for an 
extra 15cm- Really!!! It is out of the way but 
there is an hourly bus that runs to Werribee 
Station (service 439 via Werribee Mansion if you 
want to be tourist). (Werribee is a big centre). 

Wyndham Harbour Marina and apartments 
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Putting a ‘square’ post in a 
round hole and other things 
‘a bit round about’.  
9th July 2018. We had kept the car 
until today because we thought it 
might be good for some last 
minute food shopping. However 
that didn’t happen. Instead we 
headed into Whitworth’s so 
Andrew could try on a jacket. 
Whitworths had a special on 
ocean rated jackets and his old 
one is literally disintegrating. 
Having tried a new one on at the 
Boat Show, and finding it too 
large, we reverted back to the 
‘Bunnings’ of the Chandleries: 
Whitworths. Of course, the jacket 
they had ‘on special’ was of 
limited stock, and of course 
Melbourne had sold out of most 
sizes. However, the bright 
yellow/lime version of the same 
jacket was in plentiful supply - and 
of course, not on special. 
Assuming the sizings to be the 
same Andrew could try one on in 
the Melbourne shop and then 
order an ‘on special’ jacket from 
the stock left in Mona Vale in 
Sydney – and that’s what we did. 
In the meantime the current 

jacket, 25 years 
old and with its 
lining flaking was 
taken out of the 
last minute 
rubbish run for 
potential use on 
the next sailing 
leg.  

A Slight Change of Plan  
10th July 2018. The plan was to leave Royal Brighton Yacht 
Club dock, get some fuel at Wyndham Harbour and head to the 
Sorrento (or pondering this morning, possibly Queenscliff) 
public moorings, to await Wednesday’s slack tide at the Heads. 
We didn’t quite get that far south. We were met at the fuel 
bowser at Wyndham Harbour by the Marina Manager (and the 
Guest Services Manager whom we had spoken to on Sunday). 
Based on the discussion on Sunday and that the ‘catamaran 
pens’ were too small, they had nutted out that if we stayed we 
would fit on the current end of D Arm (which would ultimately 
become a smaller pen with the extension). A t -head is perfect 
for us (although this one is only longer than our boat because 
of the end of the walkway). This current t-head however would 
probably not be available when we come back in summer– 
there is an impending permanent with a beam even wider than 
ours! The management has however now realised that there 
are more cruising cats out there with big beams than previously 
thought and are considering allowing for that in future pen 
builds. Time will tell. Plans are to make this one of the biggest 
marina’s around. 
I am pleased to report that the smell of blood and bone was not 
present (wind direction change I guess) and the fire that was 
burning somewhere in the neighbourhood behind the marina 
whilst we were on our way over 
was out by the time we arrived. 
The staff are very friendly and 
the fuel prices more than 
reasonable. They are also trying 
to establish themselves and are 
offering good introductory deals 
for berthing at the moment. 
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The car was returned happily to the South Melbourne location 
and we made our way on foot via Southbank to Flinders Street 
to catch the train back to Middle Brighton. You need a MYKI 
card to travel on pubic transport in Melbourne. They are plastic 
(**@#!), cost $6 (**@#!) and expire! Apparently you can swap 
expired cards for new ones but we didn’t have our old expired 
ones with us so had to spend $6 plus add money for a $4.30 
fare! (Luckily we did - there were ticket inspectors on the train). 
Back at boat, after a quick cuppa, Andrew headed out into the 
now mild wind (although it did pick up) and put the (now 
straightened) genoa car back on, shaved down the replacement 
(oval-oid) batten and put it in the (round) sail bracket, and tied 
the top tie of the square top main to the mast. We were now just 
about ready to leave dock, tomorrow being the first calm day for 
over a week (so much so we expect to be motoring to Sorrento 
to await the exit from the Bay). 

Lovely clean walkways – complete 
opposite to Royal Brighton 

Wyndham Harbour 

Yarra River –  
walk along Southbank 
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Melbourne to Pittwater 
Phase  1: Port Phillip Bay  
to Wilson’s Promontory 

11th – 12th   July 2018. The Heads at Port Phillip 
Bay is said to be one of the most treacherous 
stretches of water (albeit skinny) in Australia. It is 
essentially a bar crossing that has a channel 
dredged in it (for cargo ships and tankers) and if 
your timing is wrong you could be battling against 
25 km3 of water; completely impossible for a 
sailing yacht or a small powered motor boat. 
Leaving Port Phillip Heads today was just about 
as smooth as you could get it. We were through 
at 1310 (slack tide being 1238-1300 depending 
on whose instructions you trust), the swell was 
minimal (less than 0.5 meters) and waves almost 
non-existent. The wind had been behind us all of 
the trip down from Wyndham Harbour, although it 
was a tad stronger than I’d expected. Andrew had 
checked the MetEye forecast this morning, I 
hadn’t. His comment was that it was ‘all still good’ 
and ‘nothing had changed’. In fact something had 
changed – and that was the wind strength – 
including a bout of 20-25’s somewhere south of 
East Gippsland. The 15-20’s that hadn’t been in 
the previous forecast for the Bass Strait were not 
of concern to me, they were either going to be 
from behind us or provide us with a beam reach. 
It was the darker green that had me edgy, and the 
yellow that hopefully we would be too slow to 
catch. 

The lines were dropped from dock around 0915, 
around fifteen minutes after 
we’d originally expected to 
leave, and we were not 
immediately under sail 
when we left the safety of 
the Harbour. Because of 
the changes we had made 
to the rigging yesterday 
(and over the previous two 
weeks at Brighton), and the 
new lines holding the 
square top sail up hadn’t 
been adjusted, Andrew’s 
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first task was to see that all the new stuff was 
going to work. So after a safe distance we 
turned into the wind and wallowed whilst he 
checked away. Of course this took time so 
instead of our schedule being 15 minutes later 
than our starting time it was now somewhat 
more. However, with a stronger than expected 
tail wind, and eventually a goose-winged sail 
configuration, the boat speed was a 
respectable 7-plus knots, and the engines 
went off two hours after departure. Fortunately 
this time, we had no radio call from Melbourne 
VTS to tell us to keep out of the way of 
incoming ships (last time it was in the dark in 
choppier seas) and we managed a non-
eventful departure from the Bay. We were not 
escorted out of the bay as such but we did get 
a few dolphin visitors just south of Point 
Nepean who frolicked for around half an hour 
in our now 8-plus knot boat speed. 
Wilson’s Promontory is not as inviting 
shrouded in rain but it is just as inspiring. We 
had enjoyed the benign but brisk conditions for 
the afternoon but overnight had battled an 
unexpected (to us - but as it turns out, 
forecast, as that had been changed after we’d 
left) south-easterly wind…. whilst travelling in 
a south easterly direction - towards the most 
southern point on the Australian mainland. I 
was prepared to drop the sail (at least the 
genoa) and motor sail down the rum line from 
midnight, but Andrew, being the sailor, wanted 
to persist. I admire his courage but we made 
little headway and the seas were rough and 
choppy. I was not well and Tiger lost his 
dinner. We had had such a good run at the 
beginning of this sail but we lost the time going 
backward and forward (it felt like on the spot) 
and we were going to be, according to our 
schedule, at least four hours behind a 5 knot 
average. Surprised we could pick up internet 
off the western coast of ‘The Prom,’ (although 
thinking about it later it is probably not 
surprising as the camp ground at Tidal River is 
on the west coast of the Prom) we rechecked 
Bom.gov.au’s wind predictions. This south 
easterly was due to ease (we’d had 30 knots 
apparent regularly on the gauge overnight 
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(we’d been travelling with a reef in main and the 
genoa)) and the wind, after almost disappearing 
was due to swing south west to west. As far as 
sailing goes this was a boon. However, as far as 
the timing, this was a problem. There was now a 
stronger Low Pressure System due in Central 
Gippsland to East Gippsland, and based on our 5 
knot average we would be sailing straight through 
it! 15 to 20 knots behind us is doable. 20-25 knots 
behind us is something we avoid for long periods if 
we can, and 25-30 plus knots behind us is a 
definite a no-no. The associated swell is enough to 
upset a pleasant sail, let alone what’s on top of it. 
So as the wind was still running south east we 
made the decision to motor into Oberon Bay (on 
the western side of Wilsons Promontory) to await 
the change before running for shelter on the other 
side.  

Guided in by a pod of dolphins, we could hardly 
see the mainland from around 10 nautical miles 
out; the landscape shrouded in thick, dark rain 
clouds. As we got closer, shapes emerged from 
the mist and the rain came down around us. 
Where there was a bit of sun shining through, 
patches of wet rock on small islands reflected back 
the rays. It had taken us around ninety minutes to 
change direction and head for a bit of shelter, but 
we found this had eaten up forecast time and 
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instead of anchoring in the rain (for which I am 
grateful, as I would have been the one getting 
wet) we drifted in the calmer protected waters 
between the mainland and Great Glennie, 
Dannevig, Citadel and McHugh Islands before 
it was time to turn the engines on again and 
head for the shelter of Refuge Cove (on the 
eastern side of Wilson’s Promontory). 

After passing a small pod of whales just south 
of the Wilson’s Promontory lighthouse we 
turned north in comparatively mild seas with a 
north easterly, but dropping and variable, 
winds, to motor smoothly into the double 
bayed divot that everyone seems to know as 
Refuge Cove. We weren’t alone. A small 
monohull was anchored quite close to shore - 
conveniently with the beach as his lee. We set 
the anchor a bit further out, with rocks as our 
lee but with the impending wind change we 
were not too worried about this. Out here we 
would of course be more swell affected. 

The last time we headed into Refuge Cove 
conditions were very different. Our dash last 
time had been due to impossible side on swell 
in Sealers Cove just to the north, and we’d 
found Refuge was ‘full with four boats.’  None-
the-less we squeezed in and anchored in three 
different places to sit out that bout of weather. 
Of course the last anchoring was at dusk and 
we faced the torrent full on. Local knowledge 
tells us that in strong winds Sealers Cove has 
much better holding 
and you need anchor 
watch in Refuge 
Cove. We set the 
anchor well this time 
but we kept an eye 
on it. 
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Phase 2 : 
Wilsons Prom to Pittwater 

13th - 16th July 2018. Our original 
plan had been to sit out a full day at 
Refuge Cove and leave early on the 
14th. Thoughts extended to getting off 
boat and going for a walk on the 
beach, and perhaps having a chat to 
our smaller monohull neighbour. But 
our neighbour motored out around 
0900, he was heading west it seems, 
and a recheck of the downloaded 
Predict Wind predictions indicated 
that the wind should be dropping off 
‘to tolerable’ at our next way point, 24 
hours in the future (at around 1300 
on Saturday). So, bearing this in 

mind we readied ourselves for a 
lunchtime (1300) departure.  The sun 
was out and blue sky made the 
temperature almost warm. We waved 
to a couple of stalwart hikers and 
lifted the anchor. (I am not sure I’d be 
hiking here in winter but as you have 
to ballot the walking tracks around 
‘The Prom’ then I suppose you take 
what you can get. The last time we 
hiked around here was in a 
November, six weeks after I tore my 
calf muscle. It wasn’t completely 
healed but as I’d booked the spot six 
months previously I wasn’t giving it 
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up). Pods of dolphins occasionally 
visited and a small pod of whales was 
spotted off the bow just before dusk. 
We can’t clarify the species, all we saw 
were the water spouts. 
The sail out of Refuge Cove had been 
quite smooth, just a little jigging left to 
right and we let Tiger out again. He 
spent several hours completely relaxed 
on Andrew’s legs, despite the wobbling 
from side to side, so he seemed a bit miffed when I didn’t let 
him out on Saturday, the smooth wobbling of the sail had 
turned into a mild washing machine ride; we were wobbled 
left to right, front to back and up and down. As far as Bass 
Straight traverses go though, in the main (apart from our ‘on 
the nose’ on Thursday night), this one was quite acceptable. 

 
Running into the back of things. Rule number one 
is: don’t hit anything….. 
That concept is a bit difficult when it comes to weather 
systems. 
We had been on schedule to be four hours late to get to the 
bottom of the ‘Prom’ on Thursday and with our overnight 
rest and departure time we were 28 hours behind the 
original schedule – and we still managed to run into the back 
of the Low. Fortunately the ‘30’s were way to the east of us 
and had gone through, but we did get ‘25s (plus gusts) for 
some time. Fortunately also the wind was behind us. Of 
course I had done my calculations on 5 knots. Of course the 
wind was at such a strength and angle to assist us to go 
faster. Even with a few crazy out of the way sailing angles 
(due to wind and the fact that ships are advised to allow a 2 
nautical mile distance between themselves and the oil and 
gas rigs) we still made up a significant amount of time.  The 
original timing for turning north near the Victorian Border 
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was 0100 on Friday. Our actual time 
was 1700 on Friday. We had 
effectively made up 12 hours; the 
SOG gauge often reading around the 
10 knot mark (we even got up to 15 
knots but that was surfing). 
Once we had turned north conditions 
calmed off somewhat; the effect of a 
second swell diminished and the 
‘breeze’ came from over land. There 
was rumoured to be a strong Low 
due to affect the Bass Strait in a few 
days time, the remnants of which 
where due to hit Sydney. By the time 
we had turned the corner, and with a 
skerrick of internet coverage, we 
determined this wasn’t such a threat 
and a necessary stop in Eden was 
no longer necessary (and at this 
point would have been in the dark). 
So putting a rum line to just off 
Broken Bay /Pittwater we continued 
north, wind angles marching us to 
the rum line angle for a way until I 
had to avoid a ship.  
I initially tried turning to starboard to 
go with the international standard of 
crossing port to port, but I was going 
to run out of wind. So, I stuck Sengo 
on a 90-degree beam reach, which 
increased our speed, crossed in front 
of the cargo ship (13 nautical miles) 
and sometime in the night it was 
passed. If I had stayed on the 
original trajectory we would have 
been passing within a matter of feet. 
This new trajectory had us passing in 
about 2 nautical miles. I don’t know 
what happened in the end. It was a 
shift swap over and I left Andrew to 
deal with it 
When I got up three hours later the 
wind was dropping. Andrew had the 
autopilot set to wind gauge at 90 
degrees to eke as much speed out of 
it as we could but the wind dropped 
below a strength we could get 6 
knots and changed direction so I 
eventually set it back to heading and 

4

turned an engine on. The Port Engine. The Starboard 
Engine wouldn’t turn on – we would have to deal with it 
when in Pittwater. Either way, Andrew wasn’t going to be 
able to check it until it was light. So he went to bed and I 
wrapped a throw rug around me. Despite the rain we had 
sailed into yesterday below Gabo Island the sky was now 
clear. It was a great night for watching the stars. And a great 
night for rugging up! 
Sunday brought bright blue skies – not a cloud to be seen, 
and Monday was the same; warm enough to be down to t-
shirts in the helm station, but absolutely freezing outside. So 
cold in fact that Sydney recorded its coldest overnight 
temperature for quite some time….all 1.2 degrees of it. 
Andrew stayed up a little after change in shift on Monday 
morning to see the rising sun reflected on North Head but 
Sol was late and so 30 minutes after the scheduled sunrise 
time (according to the tide tables in our chart plotter) Andrew 
finally fell into bed. A couple of whales splashed outside the 
Sydney heads as we passed.  
Engines had gone on around 30 
nautical miles north of Eden and went 
off just north of Jervis Bay – where just 
on dusk (of course everything happens 
on dusk) the wind picked up suddenly 
(a 15-20 knot section was predicted) 
and we went from a beam reach of 7 
knots apparent to 25 knots apparent in 
a matter of seconds. This I found a 
little disconcerting and didn’t let 
Andrew go to bed until I was confident 
the wind wasn’t going to get stronger – 
we were under full sail. The expected 
20-25 knot predictions weren’t due 
until 0200 when we were hoping to be 
further up the coast – although we 
found ourselves (on our rum line) 
smack bang in the middle of the south east current, so whilst 
the boat speed read 11 knots we were lucky to do 7 knots 
over ground (often reaching the giddy heights of 3-4 knots). 
Apart from another small engine stint of 30 minutes at 0230 
we sailed all the way into Pittwater, picking up a mooring at 
Towlers Bay around 1300 because we only had one engine. 
Despite our stopover at The Prom, we had reached 
Pittwater only three hours after my original estimation. 
An afternoon visit by an electrical consultant resulted in the 
verdict of a flat starboard engine starter battery (for which 
we were grateful – it could have been so much worse. 
However we didn’t know what had caused it, and not the 
port starter battery, to loose power). Afternoon socializing 
was on Sunrise. 

War games off 
Jervis…this naval 
ship wasn’t on AIS 
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forgotten how pretty the 
surrounds are; tree covered 
sandstone hills and gorges. And 
we hadn’t forgotten how 
potentially busy this area gets - 
we think today is the second last 
day of the school holidays. 
We had weaved our way through 
the various race boats down the 
length of the Pittwater (they were 
all going exceptionally slow 
because of no wind – apart from 
the one who was going nowhere 
– spinnaker up and no movement 
so we guess he’d gone aground) 
in bright sunshine and blue skies. 
It was early afternoon and we got 
the advantage of the tide as we 
headed upstream Cowan Creek – 

1

A few domestics  
17th July – 20th July 2018 
The 17th July was the 4th 
anniversary of our move aboard 
Sengo and we hoped we could 
enjoy lunch in the restaurant at 
the Royal Prince Alfred Yacht 
Club, where we had originally 
picked up the boat. However, 
because it wasn’t a race day, 
they were only offering 

2

sandwiches so we enjoyed lunch 
at the Royal Motor Yacht Club (a 
bit further north) instead.  
On the morning of 18th July, the 
call of eastern whip birds greeted 
me as I stepped outside around 
0630. It was such a lovely sound 
and one I hadn’t heard for such a 
long time. As the sun came up 
ravens added their doleful call 
and we waited patiently for 
contractors, who ended up 
delaying for a day, so we made it 
a clean up day instead. On the 
19th July, after contractors had 
come to add an outside power 
outlet to our boat, we headed off 
for a top up fuel run. Because the 
Royal Motor Yacht Club pens and 
fuel dock are undergoing 
renovations and unavailable, we 
got gas at RPA and petrol at 
Holmeport Marina at Church Point 
(gas is apparently available here 
too). We finished off with 
afternoon tea at the café at 
Church Point and it is clear the 
old owners are handing it over to 
new ones.  

3

On the 20th July we took a 
bus to pick up cat food at 
Warriewood, did a grocery 
shop at Mona Vale and 
made soups and stews for 
the oncoming journey. The 
wind predictions were 
worrying and we were back 
at lunchtime.  In the 
afternoon a few loads of 
hand washing were done 
and hung out on the lifelines 
to dry (and pegged down 
securely to stay on the rails 
in the lively 30 knot winds). 

1

21st – 25th July 2018  
Ku Ring Gai Chase National 
Park 
21st July 2018. Once the sun 
goes down and the boats stop 
buzzing around the waterway, 
and the slap of bow waves and 
reverberating water stops hitting 
the rocks, it is actually quite 
serene. Overnight on the 21st 
July 2018 we found ourselves 
on the bottom most of five 
moorings in Yeoman’s Bay, in 
Ku Ring Gai Chase National 
Park, a spot we haven’t been for 
almost four years.  We hadn’t 

3

motoring because we 
wouldn’t have got far under 
sail.  
In the morning we had 
decanted three jerry cans, 
done some washing, 
Andrew had had an 
argument with the 
fridge/freezer which 
involved turning it off 
completely (which meant 
working as quickly as 
possible so a our frozen 
items didn’t thaw out), and 
we’d completed a 
rudimentary tidy-up – we 
knew the conditions for our 
travel would be calm. 
Eventually we had raised 

Ku  Ring Gai Chase 
National Park 

Café at Church Point 
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and picnic grounds at Bobbin Head.  We picked up the second of 
two moorings (the mooring closest the creek was occupied) at 
around 1130 and the tinnie was 
in the water shorty after. Apple 
Tree Bay (opposite Houseboat 
Bay) has private moorings and 
a very popular boat ramp – at 
which we tied the tinnie. On 
weekends and public holidays 
the café is open but the basic 
fare of hot pies or muffins didn’t 
entice Andrew to stop. Instead 
we headed toward Bobbin 
Head, took a track that lead 
uphill instead of along the 
lower road, got a bit confused 
with the rudimentary plan we 
had of the area, and instead of 
following a track through the 
bush back down the hill to the 
marina, walked down the upper 
road along the metal barrier 
railing and ended up in the 
noisy Bobbin Inn for lunch. As 
well as a café, this old building 
houses the National Parks 
office and info centre but we 
found no more articulate plan of 
the area. After a stroll to the 
small marina we headed back 
to Apple Tree Bay via the 
lower road and after a hot 
drink at the still open café, 
headed back to boat. 

4

the anchor and headed out of 
Towlers Bay, assuming we 
would not be back in the short 
term – unless the weather 
turned impossible or we ran out 
of food before we could head 
north.  
I had wanted to head toward 
Bobbin Head, not because it 
was the prettiest spot amongst 
the park’s waterways, (it isn’t) 
but because there are a few 
walking tracks in the area and 
we were desperate for some 
exercise. Getting puffed in the 
short stint uphill between the 
Newport public jetty and the 
bus stop was a wake up call. 
We had however left our 
anchorage late so we made a 
stop in comfortable light at 
Yeoman’s Bay to continue the 
journey the next day. 

We left Yeoman’s Bay mid 
morning on the 22nd July and 
motored to Houseboat Bay, a 
little downstream from the 
Empire Marina, public wharf 

Apple Tree Bay 

Bobbin Inn 

Cowan Creek 

Yoemans Bay 
(with pest jellyfish) 
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bottom end of Smiths Creek for 
our final night (for the moment) 
in these waters. We arrived at 
my favourite spot in Ku Ring 
Gai Chase National Park to find 
Bella Amalfi was on my 
favourite mooring! 
24th July 2018. After decanting 
the fuel we had picked up the 
day before, and sorting out the 
ropes and fenders locker, we 
sidled over and had morning 
coffee with Bella Amalfi. In the 
early afternoon we made the 
move to Hallets Bay. The idea 
was to set and mark the 
second reef on the mainsail 
before we left the safety of 
inland waters so we could raise 

the main to that point as we 
headed north.  But things 
didn’t go entirely smoothly. In 
the process of raising the main 
sail, Andrew discovered the 
sail had disconnected from 
one of the cars on the mast. In 
order to fix this, the sail 
connection was unscrewed and then re-screwed into 
place when the car was connected. The batten then had 
to be put into place. None of these tasks was easy and 
sometimes this needed two of us on the roof, so Sengo 
was left to drift on its own, occasionally being redirected 
so we didn’t hit anything (we were in an incoming tide). 
In the meantime, in the bay to our east, there was a mid 
sized tinnie with a rower out the front and some sort of 
orange fag flying from a pole; the obvious thought being 
that they were in trouble – and whilst I was conscious 
that we were late assisting another distressed boatie in 
this area several years ago, they weren’t our immediate 
concern – we had to get our sail sorted out first. In the 
end we dropped our sail and motored over to them, 
fenders already tied to our side for a potential rescue. 
However, it turns out these two animal lovers were just 
protecting a sunbathing seal until dark, so we picked up 
a mooring and continued with our sail repair. We didn’t 
end up marking the second reef, discovered we should 
be leaving Hallets Bay around four hours earlier than 
originally thought, and decided it was probably too late 
to have a decent pre sail sleep.  

6

23rd July 2018. Whilst we had, 
technically, had some exercise the day 
before I was not, from a purely exercise 
point of view, satisfied at our efforts and 
convinced Andrew to head out again 
this morning. Our first job however was 
to take the tinnie up to Empire Marina at 
Bobbin Head and get three jerry cans 
filled with diesel so we could fill Sengo’s 
fuel tanks. That little task completed we 
headed back to the boat ramp at Apple 
Tree Bay – where we tied up on the 
jetty on the opposite side of the boat 
ramp – (with no time limit) and ambled 
off in the opposite direction to the day 
before. Enthusiastically I had envisioned 
walking to Waratah Bay and back but 
whilst the path seems only to be about 5 
kilometers around the shoreline it is not 
a flat track. After 50 minutes we took a 
nibble break on a sunny rock 
overlooking downstream Cowan Creek 
before tuning around and heading back 
to boat. The adjacent boat on the other 
mooring in Houseboat Bay had offered 
to take us shopping but we didn’t really 
need anything so we dropped the 
mooring and headed down into the 

Along Cowan Creek 

Along Cowan Creek 

Along Cowan Creek 

Along Cowan Creek 
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The readjusted time to leave Hallets Bay was 
2130 and after dinner Andrew want downstairs 
for a three hour snooze. I tried 
sleeping/snoozing upstairs but only got 25 
minutes sleep because Tiger kept demanding 
food by jumping on me. There was no wind 
when we dropped the mooring so we raised the 
full main – and sailed out of harbour - toward 
HMAS Huon who was doing quadrants outside 
Broken Bay. We eventually turned north (once 
outside the rum line of the ship) and engines 
were off around 2300. Andrew did most of the 
shift – for some reason I was completely 
exhausted. The wind outside Broken Bay was 
stronger than we expected and was gusting up 
around 20 knots all night. Due to a few pesky 
container ships and their directions heading 
into Newcastle, we ended up a bit off course, 
and as a result beating into wind for the last 
two hours to get into Port Stephens. Sails were 
down off Nelson Head and we discovered the 
starboard engine was not starting again. We 
picked up a mooring outside Nelson Bay 
township and relaxed. The afternoon was spent 
recovering, and sleeping. Sunset was admired 
over nibbles from our front cockpit and we went 
to bed early! 

1

26th - 29th July 2018.  We were up at 0700 (ish) 
and feeling refreshed. After breakfast I gave 
Andrew a long overdue haircut before we 
headed to shore. We managed to engage 
some transient motorhomers for an hour before 
we caught up with Trade Runner for lunch at 
Saltwater restaurant at the Fingal Bay SLSC. 
The outlook is lovely and we admired whales 

2

frolicking in the sea in front of us. In the afternoon 
we made our way across to Fame Cove on the 
northern side of Port Stephens. There looked like 
there were two moorings available – one quite 
close to shore, but with potentially limiting 
maneuverability we headed for the other one, 
furthest toward the entrance to the bay and 
annoyingly close to someone’s crab pot! We 
missed on the first attempt as having one engine 
meant that control of Sengo wasn’t as absolute 
as usual. We were secure on the second attempt 
but had possibly been entertainment for the four 
other boats in the area. Before the light faded I 
ran around thestaunches and wiped the 
rudimentary salt from the metal that had gathered 
over the previous sail. Of course I would be doing 
this again after our next journey. Andrew started 
a rust run. 
27th July 2018. We moved to the public jetty at 
Lemon Tree Passage at high tide around 0900. 
Trade Runner helped us on to the dock – a tricky 
exercise in a catamaran with only one engine. 
The public jetty next to boat ramp is floating and 
big enough for two boats our size. Technically it 
is a 2 hour dock (with stiff penalties for non 
compliance according to the notice) but we had 
heard one boat being on there for two weeks – it 
was gone by time we got there –replaced by a 
steel stinky (that only stayed one night). The 
locals we spoke to weren’t too worried about us 
being asked to leave – I was a tad concerned but 
having only one engine this was about the best 
place to get the new battery for the starboard 
engine delivered that we had ordered. As an 
extra precaution, Trade Runner suggested that 
although the battery seemed at fault, further 
investigation could eliminate other possible 
reasons for our 
loss of battery 
power and very 
kindly spent 
some time 
investigating the 
electrics of the 
starboard 
engine. Whilst 
the earlier verdict 
of a flat starter 
battery and 
suggestion that it should be replaced was 

Port Stephens 
Lemon Tree Passage 
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probably accurate, the actual culprit for 
our problem turned out to be a blown 
fuse. The blown fuse cost us less than 
17 dollars to replace – the ordered 
battery was over 600! Now could we get 
our money back?  Dinner on the 27th 

was at The Poyers (at the marina – we 
could walk to it) with the Friday Night 
Dinner Crowd and a good night was had 
with old friends and new people 
including a few boaties. Breakfast on 
28th was with Trade Runner, and dinner 
with Trade Runner and P & R.  

29th July 2018. The weather had been 
mild for a few days but around 1200 the 
wind picked up and we read 27 knots on 
our gauges, and small frisky waves 
headed into Lemon Tree Passage. The 
MetEye predictions did indicate wind 
bouts up to 25 and possibly 30 knots but 
by late afternoon, despite the updated 
wind predictions, the wind had died off 
again. Final Fling joined us for lunch; a 
delightful meeting as we had originally 
expected to meet this boat in Western 
Australia – all those months ago. They 
were also kind enough, having access to 
a car, to pick up and delver to us the 
ordered battery and new fuses. Both 
were brought on board but the new fuse 
seemed to do the trick. The battery 
headed back to its retailer with the hope 
of a refund. We were grateful to Trade 
Runner who had had similar issues in a 
car battery for suggesting further 
investigation – it did help he had some 
expertise in the field.   

1

30th July 2018. There was no 
point leaving Lemon Tree 
Passage until we received an 
express post parcel we were 
waiting on from Sydney so, in 
the mean time, Andrew went 
‘shopping.’ ‘Always a dangerous 
activity but we had been talking 
about this purchase for some 
time. Thanks to Trade Runner 
for sharing Andrew’s experience, we had our first bbq 
meal on board Sengo in the evening. (the makers of 
Galleymate BBQ’s are in Taylor’s Beach, Port Stephens). 

2

31st July 2018. A farewell brunch was had at The  
Poyers with Trade Runner before we finally left Lemon 
Tree Passage behind. At least for now. Of course it had 
been calm all day but the wind decided to blow up just 
when we wanted to get off dock and we saw up to 24 
knots True on the gauges as we sailed with genoa only 
over to the pubic moorings at Nelson Bay. Picking up a 
mooring in these conditions and with a shallow depth 
and a lee shore did, admittedly, involve a bit of 
swearing. Fortunately within the hour the wind had 
calmed down. Andrew disconnected the oil pump alarm 
that had suddenly decided it would play up and we had 
our second bbq in 
two days.  After a 
brief rest we 
dropped the 
mooring and 
headed out to sea 
as the sun went 
down behind us…. 

The bbq installation team! The very first bbq! 

Sunset 31st July –  
leaving Port Stephens 

Lemon Tree Passage 


